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Satellite tobacco necrosis virus (STNV) is one of the smallest viruses
known. Its genome encodes only its coat protein (CP) subunit,
relying on the polymerase of its helper virus TNV for replication. The
genome has been shown to contain a cryptic set of dispersed
assembly signals in the form of stem-loops that each present a
minimal CP-bindingmotif AXXA in the loops. The genomic fragment
encompassing nucleotides 1–127 is predicted to contain five such
packaging signals (PSs). We have used mutagenesis to determine
the critical assembly features in this region. These include the CP-
binding motif, the relative placement of PS stem-loops, their num-
ber, and their folding propensity. CP binding has an electrostatic
contribution, but assembly nucleation is dominated by the recogni-
tion of the folded PSs in the RNA fragment. Mutation to remove all
AXXA motifs in PSs throughout the genome yields an RNA that is
unable to assemble efficiently. In contrast, when a synthetic 127-nt
fragment encompassing improved PSs is swapped onto the RNA
otherwise lacking CP recognition motifs, assembly is partially re-
stored, although the virus-like particles created are incomplete, im-
plying that PSs outside this region are required for correct assembly.
Swapping this improved region into the wild-type STNV1 sequence
results in a better assembly substrate than the viral RNA, producing
complete capsids and outcompeting the wild-type genome in head-
to-head competition. These data confirm details of the PS-mediated
assembly mechanism for STNV and identify an efficient approach
for production of stable virus-like particles encapsidating nonnative
RNAs or other cargoes.
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Single-stranded (ss)RNA viruses comprise a large proportion ofall viral pathogens. Our understanding of their capsid self-
assembly has recently been transformed (1, 2). We have shown that,
in contrast to previous ideas based on spontaneous RNA-coat
protein (CP) coalescence via purely electrostatic contacts (3–9) or
the presence of a single sequence-specific CP-genome interaction
site leading to assembly initiation (10), assembly is regulated by
multiple RNA-CP contacts (11–17). These contacts are sequence-
specific and occur at many sequence/structure degenerate RNA sites
scattered across all regions of the viral genome. We have termed the
sites defining these CP interactions packaging signals (PSs), with the
precise CP-binding sequence within each PS termed a recognition
motif. The latter appear routinely as discontinuous nucleotides, e.g.,
in the loop or bulge of a potential stem-loop (SL) structure, making
their identification by simple sequence analysis challenging. We have
therefore developed a set of generic tools to facilitate identification
of such PSs. Each individual PS site carries only limited sequence
information, but commonly these sites have nanomolar affinities for
cognate CPs. These affinities vary across the set of PSs in each ge-
nome creating a hierarchy, helping to define the assembly pathway
and preventing kinetic trapping. PS-mediated assembly has been
detected in viruses infecting bacteria (11), plants, (12) and humans
(18–20), implying that it provides significant selective advantages,
e.g., genetic robustness compared with a single assembly initiation
site that would be vulnerable to the error-prone replication common
to these pathogens. The precise relationship between the genomic
RNA sequence and the CP shell created by defined CP-PS contacts
leads to several predictions about the structure of the resultant vi-
rion. One is that the conformation of the RNA within every viral
particle should be very similar in the vicinity of the protein shell (21,
22). This has been confirmed in multiple examples (23), most
recently by direct asymmetric structure determination via high-
resolution cryo-electron microscopy (EM) (24–27).
Viral CP shells (virus-like particles, VLPs) are currently attract-
ing significant attention for their potential applications, including
their use as noninfectious synthetic vaccines that display native
antigenicity and their potential as gene/drug delivery vectors (28–
30). Each of these applications faces technical problems that
currently prevent their widespread exploitation. Neglecting to
account for the PS-mediated assembly of natural virions may be
one cause of such difficulties. We have therefore examined whether
it is possible to identify the critical features of a natural viral RNA
genome that contribute to its assembly via the PS-mediated mech-
anism. These features have been transferred to a nonviral RNA
sequence and subsequently refined to improve assembly efficiency.
The results suggest that it is possible to abstract most of the natural
RNA features required for PS-mediated assembly, creating an RNA
sequence that is encapsidated more efficiently by the cognate CP
than the viral equivalent. Such synthetic viral RNA assembly sub-
strates should lead to dramatic improvements in VLP technology.
For these studies, we chose satellite tobacco necrosis virus
(STNV), a small (∼23-nm diameter) plant virus (Fig. 1A), whose
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∼1.2-kb positive-sense ssRNA genome only encodes its CP gene.
Previously, we identified the highest-affinity STNV PS using RNA
SELEX against the cognate CP (31). One aptamer, B3 (Fig. 1B),
forms an SL with an ACAA sequence in the loop. This matches a
similar potential SL in the 5′ region of the STNV CP gene.
Analysis of the three known STNV strains suggests that up to
30 copies of such SLs could form across each genome, all with an
AXXA loop motif (31). The 127-nt-long fragment (127-mer) lo-
cated at the 5′ end of the STNV-1 genome spans both an un-
translated region (UTR) and the start codon of the CP gene. It is
predicted to encompass five PSs (PS1–PS5), including the match
to the B3 aptamer (PS3, Fig. 1). Single-molecule fluorescence
correlation spectroscopy (smFCS) reassembly assays can be car-
ried out at low nanomolar concentrations. These conditions reveal
the effects of PS-mediated assembly that are lost at higher con-
centration (13, 17). We showed previously by this method that the
AXXA loop acts as a CP recognition motif and that all five of the
PS sites act cooperatively to condense the RNA fragment and
assemble a complete T = 1 CP shell around it (12) (Fig. 1C). The
loop of the PS3 site is the most important for generating these
effects, which require multiple PSs, consistent with the relative
spacing to neighboring PSs being vital for accurate control of as-
sembly. STNV is therefore an ideal test case for the design of a
synthetic assembly substrate. Here, we analyze in depth the con-
tribution of different molecular features to the cooperative as-
sembly, arriving at an improved, synthetic RNA that surpasses the
native sequence in assembly efficiency, paving the way for im-
proved VLP production.
Results
Sequence-Specific Recognition of Individual PS Sites. There are
multiple consequences of sequence-specific RNA-CP recognition
in the STNV system (Fig. 1). Titration of CP into oligonucleotides
encompassing only PS3 (or B3) initially results in formation of a
trimeric capsomer (Rh ∼ 5 nm), followed by formation of T = 1
VLPs (Rh ∼11.3 nm) as the CP concentration is raised gradually. Rh
distribution plots of the smFCS data at the end of the titration
suggest that the VLPs formed are homogeneous, while EM images
and RNase challenge assays suggest that they are composed of
complete protein shells. A similar titration with a PS3/B3 variant
having a loop sequence of UUUU showed that CP binds such SLs,
but the complex formed is unable to assemble to VLPs (12). The
natural 127-mer, encompassing PS1–PS5, shows more complex
behavior. Addition of low CP concentrations triggers a collapse in
its Rh by about 20–30%, mimicking the behavior seen for the full-
length genome (11). Subsequent CP additions result in cooperative
conversion to T = 1 VLPs with the same properties as those formed
around PS3 alone. PS variants within this fragment confirm that
AXXA is a CP recognition motif. Its presence is only absolutely
required in PS3. However, the variants no longer assemble with
wild-type cooperativity (12). STNV-1 CP alone does not aggregate
below 15 μM under these conditions, and therefore everything in
the titrations shown here is a consequence of RNA-CP interaction.
To identify the critical features of PS3 recognition, we produced
a series of SLs encompassing variant loop sequences but retaining
the PS3 stem sequence (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 and Table S1). The
variants have altered nucleotides in the “inner” two positions (CC,
AA, GG, GU, and UG) compared with the wild-type CA of PS3.
“Outer” variants (AUUA, AUUG, GUUA, GUUG, GUUU,
UUUG, UUUA, and AUUU), in which both inner nucleotides
were altered to uridines, were also tested. Our expectation was that
there would be no base specificity at the middle positions, while the
adenines would be preferred at the first and last positions of the
tetraloop. We examined their abilities to support assembly of both
the T = 1 shell and the trimeric capsomer. Capsid reassembly as-
says (SI Appendix) were carried out at a molar ratio of 1:3 RNA:CP
with a final CP concentration of 6 μM. Note, reassembly remains
sensitive to the loop sequence at these concentrations (17). The
results were assayed by velocity sedimentation analysis and in EM
images, and yields were quantitated by quasi-elastic light scattering
(QELS) chromatography. The inner nucleotide variants form T =
1 capsids with roughly similar efficiency as PS3, confirming that their
identities are not part of the CP recognition motif (Fig. 2 A and B
and SI Appendix, Fig. S1). The outer nucleotide variants showed
differing behavior, with only the AUUU, UUUA, and AUUA
variants having a peak in a similar position to PS3, confirming that
the outer adenines are part of the CP recognition motif.
To examine the relative importance of the loop sequence for
CP affinity, we adapted the smFCS assay (Fig. 1C). Labeled
B3 was titrated with CP to form the trimer, as judged by the Rh
value, and then a 100-fold molar excess of each outer sequence
variant was added to see if this would displace the bound dye-
label. Variants that do not bind with a similar affinity to B3 fail
to displace the labeled RNA, whereas B3 and other variants
displace the labeled species restoring the Rh to that of CP-free
RNA (Fig. 2C). The results (Fig. 2D) show the percentage Rh
change following this challenge, revealing a wide variation between
Fig. 1. The STNV system. (A) Ribbon diagram of the STNV T = 1 capsid (green)
(Left, PDB 3S4G) viewed along a fivefold axis with a trimeric capsomer high-
lighted (magenta/pink) and (Right) a CP monomer (magenta, PDB 4BCU). Side-
chains mutated here are shown and labeled. The disordered N-terminal amino
acid sequence is shown as a dashed line, next to the sequence of the first
25 amino acids. (B) Sequence and putative secondary structure of the 127-nt 5′
STNV-1 genomic fragment showing the locations of the PS SLs, named 5′ to 3′ as
PS1 to PS5, respectively. Each contains the CP recognition motif, AXXA, in their
loops (white circles, black outline). The B3 aptamer is shown similarly above.
Nucleotides are color-coded as indicated, here and throughout. (C) Example
smFCS assays. Hydrodynamic radius (Rh) values for CP-free, fluorescently labeled
RNAs (black line for PS1–PS5 and red line for B3) are determined before and
during STNV CP titration at fixed time points (vertical dashed lines). The Rh values
were allowed to equilibrate after each step. The PS1–PS5 Rh initially collapses by
up to 30% until the CP concentration reaches a threshold, triggering cooperative
assembly to T = 1 VLPs (Rh ∼ 11 nm). At the end of each titration, the complexes
formed are challenged by addition of RNase A. Largely unchanged Rh values
were assumed to indicate that the RNA is in a closed VLP.
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loop sequence variants. All those with guanine substitutions and
the AUUU variant fail to displace B3. The superior performance
of the UUUA variant suggests that the 3′ A is the most impor-
tant for CP recognition. Alternatively, the A-U base pair at the
top of the adjacent stem may break and present an AUUUAU
variant of the B3 motif that is still recognized by the CP. Either
way, AXXA outperforms all variants, suggesting that SLs car-
rying tetraloop motifs of AXXA encompass the best CP recog-
nition motif for assembly into VLPs.
Roles of Electrostatics and PS Cooperativity in VLP Assembly. The re-
sults above demonstrate that sequence specificity of RNA-CP in-
teraction is the major determinant of assembly. Previous work with
other plant viruses having similar positively charged N-terminal tails
has, in contrast, suggested that the major assembly driving force is
electrostatic neutralization. STNV-1 CP is typical of many viruses
having many basic amino acids in its N-terminal tail giving it a net
+8 charge, including the N terminus; cf. cowpea chlorotic mosaic
virus (3), which has a charge of +10. Three of these sidechains, R8,
R14, and K17 (Fig. 1), are close to the RNA duplex seen in the
crystal structure of the B3 VLP (17). To examine the effects of
these positive charges on assembly we produced mutations with A
or D in place of K or R. Since R14 and K17 are adjacent in three
dimensions, their variants were made as the double mutants, i.e.,
R14A/K17A and R14D/K17D. All the mutant CPs express nor-
mally (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 and Table S2), but only the ones at
R8 form VLPs equivalent to those seen with wild type (SI Appen-
dix), consistent with the basic sidechains contributing positively to
assembly. All the variant proteins were examined for their abilities
to bind RNA oligos encompassing either a single PS (B3) or the
127-mer fragment (Fig. 3 and SI Appendix, Fig. S3). Neither double
mutant bound either RNA under these conditions. R8A assembles
around B3 but requires a much higher (>10-fold) CP concentration
to do so, consistent with it having a lowered affinity for the RNA.
By 1 μM CP it forms T = 1 shells that are resistant to RNase
challenge. The R8D variant fails to form any stable higher-order
species with either RNA (SI Appendix, Fig. S3B). In contrast, the
R8A variant binds to the 127-mer very similarly to wild-type CP,
including undergoing an initial collapse in Rh , implying that re-
duced intrinsic RNA affinity can be compensated by cooperative PS
binding. Unfavorable electrostatic interaction presumably explains
the lack of assembly when R8D is titrated against the 127-mer. If we
assume that the mutations do not significantly alter the unliganded
CP conformation, these effects probe the role(s) of electrostatic
interactions during assembly. They imply that charge neutralization
is not an absolute requirement for assembly on longer natural RNA
fragments. This is consistent with the PS-mediated, but not purely
electrostatic assembly mechanism for this virus.
Given that multiple RNA PSs can overcome lower RNA-CP
affinity, as expected for a process in which PSs act collectively, we
examined how many PSs are required to generate cooperative
assembly. Given the importance of PS3 and the effects seen for
fragments containing five PSs, three subfragments of the 127-mer
each containing PS3 were tested (Fig. 3B and SI Appendix, Figs.
S4 and S5). These are PS1–PS3, PS2–PS4, and PS3–PS5. Each
could bind CP at PS3 but differs in the numbers of flanking PS
sites, from two 5′ or 3′ of PS3 to just one on each flank. Only the
fragment with PS3 centrally located assembles RNase-resistant
T = 1 shells, although it does not show a collapse, and the over-
all yield is lower than for the 127-mer. The other fragments form
nonspecific aggregates that eventually spontaneously dissociate.
The interpretation of these results is nontrivial. The effects are
clearly not purely electrostatic in nature since the PS2–PS4 frag-
ment (66 nt) which assembles is shorter than PS1-3 (76 nt) and 1 nt
shorter than PS3–PS5. To understand the specificity of these re-
actions we need to consider the folding propensity of each of the
PS-encompassing sites. The secondary structure of the 127-mer
shown (Fig. 4) was arrived at by constraining its folds to capture the
maximum number of SLs with AXXA loop motifs present. In this
fragment only PS1 and PS3 are predicted to have a favorable
folding free energy (Mfold; ref. 32) in isolation. This is consistent
with our previous assays, in which replacement of the CP recog-
nition motifs within each PS with UUUU, and variations in their
relative spacing with respect to PS3, resulted in markedly different
assembly behavior (12). In solution these RNA molecules will exist
as an ensemble of differing conformations. Interaction with the
STNV CP displaces this equilibrium, preferentially selecting a
single or a few assembly-competent conformations in which the PSs
are present. The assembly efficiency seen may therefore be related
to the relative populations of such conformers in the ensemble and
thus to the free-energy costs of imposing this conformation.
Assessing the extent of a conformational ensemble is difficult. A
sense of the likelihood of alternate structures can be obtained
based on the first 100 secondary structures returned by the Sfold
algorithm (33).
When such structures are examined for the fragments encom-
passing three PSs, a possible explanation for their assembly com-
petencies emerges. For PS1–PS3, the dominant folds encompass
PS1 with a minority also containing PS3 (SI Appendix, Table S3).
Fig. 2. Defining the CP recognition motif. (A) Ensemble reassembly of variant
B3 RNAs, analyzed by sedimentation velocity (variant RNAs are color-coded as
given in Inset). The expected T = 1 VLP sediments at ∼42 S, where S is the
sedimentation (Sed) coefficient. c(S) is a continuous distribution from the
Lamm equation model (SI Appendix). (B) EM images of representative as-
sembly products. (Scale bar, 50 nm, here and throughout.) See also SI Ap-
pendix, Fig. S1B. (C) Example variant RNA smFCS displacement assay for results
plotted in D. (D) Percent change in Rh following addition of 100-fold molar
excess of variant RNAs (color-coded) to a capsomer (Rh ∼ 5 nm) formed with
1-nM AF488-labeled B3. Error bars indicate SEM.
Fig. 3. Electrostatic interactions and cooperativity of assembly. (A) Wild-type
or R8A CPs were titrated into B3 (1 nM, black or red, respectively) or PS1–PS5
(10 nM, cyan or magenta, respectively), and Rh changes were monitored. Ti-
trations points are shown above (B3 in gray) and below (PS1–PS5 in light blue),
respectively. (B) Wild-type STNV CP was titrated into 10 nM of each of PS1–PS5
(black), PS1–PS3 (red), PS3–PS5 (blue), or PS2–PS4 (green) (Fig. 4).
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In principle, the minor conformer could promote assembly, but the
spacing between PS1 and PS3 is too large to facilitate the co-
operative effects of multiple PSs. Similar analysis of PS2–PS4
suggests that the dominant secondary structure does not contain
any of the PS folds expected for the 127-mer. However, its pre-
dicted secondary structure contains two alternative SLs that are
almost always present, one of which presents an AXXA sequence
(SI Appendix, Fig. S5). Their relative spacing (4 nt) is short enough
to see a cooperative effect. The PS3–PS5 fragment forms two SLs
within 10–12 nt of one another, one presenting an AXXA motif as
PS5. This would suggest an assembly-competent structure. How-
ever, in the ensemble of possible structures, this SL is only present
in 6% of the potential folds (SI Appendix, Table S3), which may
account for its assembly behavior (Fig. 3B).
The conformational scrambling behavior described above for
the fragments encompassing three PSs probably reflects events
in vivo, where it is known that sequences within the 127-mer
participate in formation of a translational enhancer with se-
quences in the 3′ UTR (34). That complex cannot be present in
the assembly-competent conformer. To explore the effects of
such secondary structure folding propensity further, we turned to
the design of artificial PS-containing sequences.
Assembly of Nonviral Substrates. To investigate the requirements
for an efficient assembly substrate, we produced synthetic cassettes
mimicking aspects of the wild-type 127-mer in which most of the
natural viral sequence has been replaced (∼80%). Attempts to
create these sequences using a simple base substitution scheme all
resulted in unstable secondary structures. We therefore chose to
modify the existing SLs by conversion of base pairs to G-C, inversion
of existing G-C pairs, or adding extra base pairs and then checking
that they would likely fold into similar secondary structures to those
in the wild-type 127-mer. The natural viral sequences connecting
these SLs were then replaced with strings of As and Gs until only
one fold was most likely (Fig. 4 and SI Appendix, Fig. S6). The
relative separations of the base-paired stems were kept identical to
those in the wild-type 127-mer. As a result of these changes, PSs 1,
2, 4, and 5 have been stabilized compared with the wild-type 127-
mer, with all SLs having favorable folding propensity.
To assess the importance of the folding propensity of the
dominant PS3 site we also created the following synthetic PS1–
PS5 cassettes: (i) unstable PS1–PS5, cassette 1 (C1), in which the
folding free energy of PS3, the central PS, is positive (0.3 vs.
−2.6 kcal/mol), i.e., a scenario in which PS3 is unlikely to fold
spontaneously; (ii) stable PS1–PS5, cassette 2 (C2), in which the
folding free energy of the central PS is more negative (−3.5 vs.
−2.6 kcal/mol for the 127-mer), i.e., where PS3 is more stable; (iii)
all PS3, cassette 3 (C3), in which all five PSs mimic PS3, with stems
of all PSs extended to the same length (7 bp) and all CP recog-
nition motifs identical to that in wild-type PS3; and (iv) synthetic,
stabilized PS1–PS5, cassette 4 (C4), containing the artificial PSs 1,
2, 4, and 5 from stable PS1–PS5 and the artificial extended SL for
PS3 from the all-PS3 construct. The latter is hyperstabilized with
respect to PS3 in both the wild-type fragment and C2 (−7.6 vs.
−2.6 or −3.5 kcal/mol, respectively).
To compare the behaviors of these cassettes we examined their
potential secondary structures. SI Appendix, Table S3 lists the
frequency of occurrence of each PS in the ensemble of the first
100 secondary structures returned by the Sfold algorithm (33),
together with their relative spacings. In addition, we compared
their circular dichroism (CD) spectra. CD provides a physical
signal (35), the molar ellipticity at 260 nm, that is proportional to
the percentage of base-paired residues and/or tertiary structure.
The measurements were made in a buffer containing calcium ions
since these are required in the reassembly buffer, there being
several Ca2+-binding sites within the STNV capsid (36). Titration
of the test RNAs up to 2 mM calcium, the concentration in
reassembly buffers, results in mild increases (9–17%) in the 260-nm
ellipticity, as expected (SI Appendix, Fig. S7A). The only exception
is C1, which does not respond to the presence of the cation. The
molar ellipticity values of all test RNAs in this buffer decline as
expected with temperature (SI Appendix, Fig. S7B). CD elliptic-
ities at 260 nm of all the RNAs differ, illustrating the complexity of
comparing RNA conformational ensembles. The C1 is much less
structured throughout the temperature range. Perhaps surprisingly
given the apparent secondary structures, the wild-type 127-mer
has the highest amount of structure at the lower temperatures.
At the highest temperature tested all the RNAs except C1 have
roughly similar ellipticity values, implying that they had reached
similar levels of denaturation.
All these cassettes, with the exception of C1, trigger assembly of
T = 1 capsids and are able to protect the encapsidated RNA from
challenge by nuclease but with very different CP concentration
dependences. All but C1 also show similar initial decreases in Rh to
the 127-mer (Fig. 4B). The assembly behavior of C1 resembles that
of PS3 alone, suggesting that it has lost cooperativity, and its dis-
tribution plot and appearance in EM images (SI Appendix, Fig. S8)
suggests that it has also lost the ability to regulate capsid formation
efficiently. In contrast, the importance of the central PS folding
propensity is illustrated by the behavior of C2. Despite the po-
tential issues with a folding ensemble, it shows a similar collapse to
the 127-mer and a cooperative assembly to T = 1 particles with an
Rh distribution similar to the wild-type fragment. It assembles into
VLPs at lower CP concentrations than the wild-type 127-mer, i.e.,
under these conditions it is a better assembly substrate. Re-
markably, C3 also assembles more efficiently than wild type, even
though it encompasses PSs that are longer than those found in the
127-mer, suggesting that there is some leeway in the PS secondary
structure context in which the recognition motif is presented. This
is a little surprising given the critical dependency on PS spacing
around PS3 observed previously (12). The efficiency of assembly
and the folding propensity of C3 notwithstanding, C4 is by far the
best assembly substrate, assembling to VLPs most efficiently (i.e., it
Fig. 4. Assembly of synthetic cassettes. (A) Sequences and putative sec-
ondary structures of the wild-type 127-mer, the C2 and C3 cassettes (SI Ap-
pendix, Fig. S6). (B) STNV CP titration of all variant PS1–PS5 constructs;
conditions as in Fig. 3B. (Inset) EM images of the products with the wild-type
127-mer (black) and C4 (cyan) cassettes.
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assembles more rapidly following the 100-nM CP titration point)
(Fig. 4B).
These results suggest that it is possible to abstract the critical
assembly features from a viral genomic RNA fragment. Given
the alterations in the stem lengths and loop sizes in the synthetic
fragments it would also appear that there is considerable scope
for engineering templates with improved PS folding propensity.
Transfer of Critical Assembly Features to Genomic-Scale RNAs. As a
test of whether these experiments have successfully identified es-
sential assembly features, we examined how inclusion of this im-
proved RNA “cassette” alters the assembly efficiency of the
STNV-1 genome. As a control we created a genome lacking PSs
by altering all AXXA motifs within stable SLs to UXXU
(ΔAXXA) (SI Appendix, Fig. S9). This has only a modest effect on
the total number of SLs that can form in the modified genome.
We then created a series of chimeric genomes fusing C1, C4, and a
127-mer PS1–PS5U, in which all the loop motifs are substituted by
Us, which we have shown previously are unable to support as-
sembly in isolation (12), onto the wild-type genomic fragment
from 128 to 1239 nt. In addition, we fused C4 to the equivalent
ΔAXXA 3′ fragment (SI Appendix, Table S4). The resultant
smFCS assembly curves, Rh distributions, and EM images are
shown in Fig. 5 and SI Appendix, Fig. S9. The ΔAXXA genome
aggregates, the RNA remains RNase-sensitive, and it is clearly a
very poor assembly substrate, as expected for an RNA lacking PSs.
C4, which is the best assembly substrate in isolation, only partially
reverses these properties, creating an RNA that collapses but re-
mains RNase-sensitive, forming only a few misshapen VLPs. This
result confirms that genome assembly relies on PSs outside the
127-mer. Indeed, PS1–PS5U 127-mer lacking CP-binding motifs
fused to a wild-type 3′ fragment has improved assembly properties,
although it fails to collapse and appears to form aggregates of T =
1 capsids that resolve into discrete particles and malformed
structures on RNase treatment. Clearly, well-regulated assembly
requires both sets of PSs to be functional, and this is confirmed
with the C1 chimera, which collapses but struggles to form T =
1 capsids, with the RNA remaining accessible to nuclease. The
proof of these ideas is seen with C4 fused to a wild-type 3′ frag-
ment. It collapses rapidly to T = 1, forming nuclease-resistant T =
1 shells in high yield. Thus, an artificial sequence encompassing
improved PS characteristics is able to regulate the assembly
pathway of a fragment that is over 10 times its own size.
Confirmation of this interpretation of the results was obtained
by directly comparing assembly efficiency of wild-type genome
versus the C4–wild-type chimera, each carrying a different dye,
under conditions where there was only enough CP to package
one of these RNAs fully. QELS and EM images of the products
following elution from a gel filtration column identifies two types
of STNV VLPs. Fluorescence emission measurements (SI Ap-
pendix, Table S5) for each VLP suggest that the chimera con-
stitutes up to 70% of the resultant VLPs (SI Appendix, Fig. S9),
i.e., the C4 cassette chimera outcompetes the wild-type genome
for CP binding.
Discussion
We have shown that the dual codes inherent in RNA PS-mediated
virus assembly, i.e., that genomic RNAs simultaneously encode a
genetic message as well as instructions for efficient capsid as-
sembly, are separable. An important question is why do the codes
not separate during the course of viral evolution, especially as
replication in ssRNA viruses occurs via error-prone processes
that lead to creation of a quasi-species of genome variants. There
are now three examples of viruses using RNA PS-mediated virus
assembly where we have structural information that partially
answers this question. In bacteriophage MS2 (12), human par-
echovirus-1 (19) and STNV (12), at least one of the PS sites in the
genome also encodes amino acid residues forming part of the PS-
binding site. This intimate embedding of both codes has the
consequence of favoring assembly only of progeny RNAs in which
PS-mediated assembly persists. Similarly, the density of functions
encoded within such RNAs is well-known. The natural 5′ 127-mer
in the STNV genome also forms an essential transcriptional/
translational enhancer contact with the 3′ end sequence. Since
that structure and assembly are mutually excluding functions, the
natural sequence has evolved to balance their relative propensities
of formation to enable both functions at appropriate stages in the
viral lifecycle.
The focus here is the assembly code liberated from the wild-type
viral RNA sequence. Indeed, by sequentially investigating each
aspect of the STNV assembly sequence in its natural context we
have been able to reproduce its effects in triggering in vitro as-
sembly of STNV CPs using a synthetic nonviral RNA cassette.
Additional refinements allowed us to produce sequences that are
either less or more efficient than the wild-type STNV 127-mer, and
we demonstrated that these effects can be transferred to genome-
length RNAs. These results confirm the nature of PS-mediated
assembly for STNV. Assembly in vitro initiates within the 127-mer
by CP recognition of the PS3 stem-loop. Higher-order CP binding is
dependent on the correct positioning and folding of the neighbor-
ing PSs (PS2 and PS4), each presenting a consensus CP recognition
motif in the loop. The 127-mer potentially encompasses five PSs
that make the initial binding cooperative with respect to protein
concentration, leading to a collapse in the hydrodynamic radius of
the RNA, a necessary precursor to encapsidation. Thereafter ad-
ditional PSs 3′ to the 127-mer ensure accurate completion of the
Fig. 5. Assembly assays with genomic chimeras: (A) STNV CP was titrated
into 1 nM of STNV-1 (black), C1-WT (magenta), or C4-WT (cyan) genomes,
and the resulting Rh was monitored using smFCS. The Rh of the recombinant
T = 1 particle is indicated in orange. (Inset) Color-coded EM images of the
resultant products. (B) STNV CP was titrated into 1 nM of ΔAXXA (blue), PS1–
PS5U-WT (red), or C4-ΔAXXA (green) genomes, and the resulting Rh was
monitored using smFCS. The Rh of the recombinant T = 1 particle is indicated
in orange. (Inset) Color-coded EM images of the resultant products.
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viral capsid. Electrostatic interactions contribute to these protein-
RNA contacts but are not the major driving force, which instead is
a high-affinity sequence-specific interaction of the stem and loop
regions of the PSs with the inner surface of the protein capsid.
Previously, Wilson and colleagues (37, 38) showed they could
direct assembly of nonviral RNAs into rods of tobacco mosaic
virus (TMV) CP by creating RNA chimeras encompassing the
TMV assembly initiation site. This was successful, with the
length of the protein-coated rods formed being determined by
the length of the RNA being packaged, as expected from the
known assembly mechanism. This approach was less successful
when applied to spherical ssRNA viruses, where the highest-
affinity MS2 PS has positive effects on in vitro encapsidation of
short RNAs, but is less important on longer ones (39). Note, all
these experiments were done at micromolar concentrations,
where the effects of PS-mediated assembly are obscured by the
tendency of the CP-CP to form spontaneously (40). The results
described above suggest an efficient route for encapsidation of
bespoke, nonviral RNAs in shells of viral CPs. In vitro assembly
may be possible for a large number of CP-RNA combinations,
but it differs from in vivo assembly where, in many viruses,
there is good evidence suggesting that only nascent genomic
transcripts emerging from the viral polymerase complex are
packaged into progeny virions. In such reactions, the RNA is
very likely to fold kinetically, avoiding some of the issues with
RNA conformational ensembles in the in vitro reactions such as
those described here.
Viruses and VLPs are finding increasing potential in medical
applications as gene therapy or drug-delivery vectors (28–30), as
well as acting as nonreplicating synthetic vaccines. Viral protein
shells are also of interest for nanotechnology applications. The
results described here offer an important insight into ways to create
such structures with high efficiency and potentially carrying non-
viral RNAs with advantageous properties. This will be essential for
the production of designer synthetic virions.
Materials and Methods
Wild-type and mutant STNV CP was prepared by dissociation of recombinant
VLPs produced in Escherichia coli. RNAs used in assembly assays were either
transcribed as described previously (12), or gene blocks were purchased (IDT)
and cloned into a PACYC184 plasmid for subsequent transcription (SI Ap-
pendix). smFCS assays and data analysis were performed as previously de-
scribed, with any variations described in SI Appendix (11).
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